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Abstract
Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) is a relatively new tomographic imaging techniqueusing static and
oscillatingmagneticfields to image the spatial distributionofmagnetic nanoparticles. The latter being the
contrastMPIhasbeen initially designed for.However, recently it has been shown thatMPI canbe extended
to amulti-contrastmethod that allowsone to simultaneously image the signals of differentMPI tracer
materials. Additionally, it has been shown that changes in theparticles environment, e.g. the viscosity have
an impact on theMPI signal and canpotentially beused for functional imaging.Thepurposeof the present
work is twofold. First,we generalize theMPI imaging equation todescribedifferentmulti-contrast settings
in aunified framework.This allows for amoreprecise interpretation anddiscussionof results obtainedby
single- andmulti-contrast reconstruction. Second,wepropose andvalidate amethod that allowsone to
determine the viscosity of a small sample fromadual-contrast reconstruction.To this end,we exploit a
calibration curvemapping the sample viscosity onto the relative signalweightswithin the channels of the
dual-contrast reconstruction.The latter allowsus to experimentally determine the viscosity of theparticle
environment in the range of 1–51.8mPa swith a relativemethodological error of less than6%.

1. Introduction

Tomographic imaging allowsone todetermine slice or volumedata of living subjects in anon-invasiveway. Avariety
ofmethods like for instanceCTandMRIhave beendeveloped to generate contrasts fromdifferences inphysical
observableswithin the tissue imaged. E.g. usingMRI it is evenpossible to generate different contrasts by changes of
the imagingprotocol.Within thisworkwe investigateMPI,whichoriginally has beendesigned todetermine the
concentrationof iron-oxide based tracers [1, 2]. Recently, it has been shown thatMPI is also capable of decomposing
the signal frommultiple tracers [3] to generatemultiple contrasts,whichwill be the subject of the present paper.

InMPImagnetic nanoparticles respond to their excitation throughmagnetic fields by a complex signal
picked up generally by inductive coils. The induced voltage signal can be described by an integral imaging
equationwhich is linear in the spatial distribution of the tracermaterial and has the so called system function as
integral kernel [4, 5]. The standardMPI reconstruction approach is limited to recover a single-contrast particle
distribution from a singlefixed system function, which limits imaging applications to the usage of a single type of
MPI tracer withfixedmagnetic relaxation behavior only. Thefirst important steps to show that these limitations
are not of principle nature have beenmade inmagnetic particle spectroscopy (MPS) [6], where it has been shown
that it is possible to quantify changes in the particle environment like for instance the viscosity and temperature
or a discrimination of different tracermaterials [7–9]. But although these results were limited toMPS, they
indicated thatMPI has the potential to distinguish different tracermaterials or the local particle environment by
exploiting the related changes in the system function. This wouldwiden the range of potentialmedical
applications ofMPI since temperature, viscosity ormobility imaging could be done simultaneously with the
actual imaging of the tracer concentration [10].
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In recent years it has been shown by different research groups that themulti-contrastMPSmethods can be
combinedwith spatial encoding leading tomulti-contrastMPI providingmulti-channel images. Depending on
themethod these channels are linked to different tracermaterials, particle temperatures, particlemobilities or
binding states. Since the individual channels can be visualized by assigning them to different colors, themethod
is also referred to as coloredMPI in some publications.Wewill use the termmulti-contrastMPI since this is the
usual notation used to comparablemethods inmagnetic resonance imaging [11]. But evenwithoutmulti-
contrastmethods it was shown that the binding state and the particle temperature lead to signal changes in the
reconstructedMPI images [12, 13].

In [14] the particle response to 1D sinusoidal excitations was used to estimate themobility or binding state of
anMPI tracer. Thismethodwas improved by consecutively exciting the tracer at two different drive-field
frequencies [15]. A different approachwas proposed in [16, 17]where 1D x-spaceMPI signals were evaluated at
two drive-field strength allowing to colorize an image based on the Brown andNéel relaxationmechanisms
yielding qualitativemobility information of theMPI tracer particles. Furthermore, in [18, 19] a proof-of-
concept was provided that viscositymapping can be achieved through the estimation of relaxation time
constants from the two half cycles of theMPI time signal. Another technique developed in [3] generalizes the
calibration based algebraic image reconstructionmethod to exploit the differences in the corresponding particle
responses for the imaging of different particle types and aggregation states. Using this approach a simultaneous
particle distribution imaging and temperaturemappingwas achieved in [20].

Themethods provided offer the possibility to qualitatively distinguish lower and higher viscosity/
temperature inMPI.However, there has been no quantitative study so far. The purpose of this work is twofold.
First, a general theoretical framework formulti-contrastMPI shall be given. Second, themulti-contrast
temperature imagingmethod proposed in [20] shall be adapted for viscosity imaging and a comprehensive
quantitative study thereof shall be provided.

2. Theory

In this section a general theoretical framework ofmulti-contrastMPI is provided. It is structured as follows.
First, theMPI signal equation is generalized, to take the influence of the particle environment, different particle
types and aggregation states on the particles response function into account. Second, implications of a
generalizedMPI signal equation on the image reconstruction are drawnwith a special focus on calibration based
algebraic reconstructionmethods [1, 3, 21, 22].

Without loss of generality we focus on frequency space representation of theMPI signal where the induced
voltage signal and the reconstruction problem are formulated and handled in frequency space. In principle, all
generalizations can also be formulated in time domainwhich is related to the so called x-space
reconstruction [5].

2.1. The signal equation
Themeasurement signal inMPI are voltagesU(t) induced into one ormore receive coils at times Î [ )t T0,
whereT is the period length of the appliedmeasurement sequence. For simplicity we consider a single receive
coil in this work. In a pre-processing step, the periodic time signalU is commonly expanded into a Fourier series

with coefficients ò= p-ˆ ( )u U t te dk
T k T

0
2 i , which allows one tofilter out the feed through of the excitation

signal and noisy frequency components prior to improve reconstruction [23].
The standard assumptionmade inMPI is that the spatial distribution of the non-interacting particles ( )c r

and the frequency components of themeasured signal can be described by an integral equation linear in the
particle distribution

ò=  
W

ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )u s r c r rd , 1k k
3

where W Ì 3 is the spatial domain and ˆ ( )s rk is the system function [1, 21].Wenote that this linear assumption
is experimentally proven to be valid, if the particle concentration is sufficiently low [24].

Beside linearity, one key assumptionmade in (1) is that themagnetic response of the particles can be
described by a single system function.However, this assumption is easily violated, e.g. by temporal or spatial
changes of the particle temperature, viscosity or binding state, or by havingmultiple tracers differing in their
particle core size or particle hydrodynamic size distributions inside thefield of view.

2.2. The generalized signal equation
As shown in [3] the standardmodel can be too restrictive in cases wheremultiple particle types are used for
imaging.We therefore propose to incorporate these cases by introducing an additional parameter space ÍV l ,
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Îl to describe all experimentally relevant nanoparticle states such that each parameter t Î V is in a one-to-
one correspondence to a nanoparticle state. Experimentally relevant parameters are those possibly changing the
MPI signal such that in a scenario where e.g.the temperature is constant throughout an experiment, onemay
verywell omit the temperature from the parameter space. I.e. V is a subset of a l-dimensional vector space, where
each dimension encodes a degree of freedom such as the temperature, the viscosity of the particles environment,
different particle types ormicroscopic details such as the diameter of the particle core. To shorten notation, we
will denote particles in a state described by the parameter t Î V as t-particles.

This additional parameter space then extends the spatial domain to  ´ V3 onwhich a generalized particle

distribution t ( )c r , is defined, which describes the density of t-particles at each location Î

r 3. The

generalized particle distribution is linked to the particle distribution of the single-contrast signal equation (1) by

ò t t =  ( ) ( )cc r r , d
V

l . Likewise, a corresponding generalized system function t ˆ ( )s r ,k can be defined,

which describes themagnetic response of t-particles. The generalized signal equation is then given by

ò ò t t t=    
W

ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )s cu r r r, , d d . 2k
V

k
l 3

Wenote that (2) is formulated in a very generalmanner. Often the generalized particle distribution cwill have
additional properties, which change themathematical structure of equation (2). Three cases where a property
lead to a simplification of the generalized imaging equation are discussed next.

2.2.1. Separable parameter dependency
Considermicroscopic parameters such as the core size distribution of the particle core and the hydrodynamic
particle diameter. Assuming that this parameter does not changewith the spatial location of the particles the
generalized particle distribution

t t  =  ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c r c r, 3

factorizes into the spatial particle distribution c and a state density ñdescribing themicroscopic details, with
ò t t =( )d 1

V
l . In this case a system function ò t t t   ˆ ( ) ≔ ˆ ( ) ( )ss r r , dk V k

l incorporating all the

microscopic details can be defined. Inserting c into equation (2) and using the definition of ˆ ( )s rk one obtains
theMPI standardmodel formulated in equation (1) as a special case of our generalizedmodel. Sincemost
particles used inMPI have a polydisperse core size and hydrodynamic size distribution, (3) is a common
assumption.

2.2.2. Discrete set of parameters
Second, the parameter space is assumed to be discrete. I.e. there is only a finite number of experimentally
relevant states within the parameter space, e.g. immobilized particlesmarking amedical instrument and a
mobile tracer within the blood pool [25] or different particle types [3]. Let t Î Vi , i=1, 2,K, n be the
parameters describing the given particle types and tc

i
be the corresponding distribution of ti -particles. In this

case one can link the generalized particle distribution cwith the individual distributions tc
i
by

åt d t t  =   - 
t( ) ( ) ( ) ( )c r c r, . 4

i
ii

Within this discrete setting one can define a corresponding system function t =  
tˆ ( ) ˆ ( )ss r r ,k i, i

for each ti

such that the signal equation (2) simplifies to

òå å= =  
t t t

W
 ˆ ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )u u s r c r rd . 5k

i
k

i
k, ,

3
i i i

In thismodel that wasfirst considered in [3] formulti-contrast imaging, themeasurement signal ûk is the
superposition of afinite number of individual signals tuk, i

induced by the particles of type ti as described by the
MPI standardmodel.

2.2.3. Field-like parameters
Last, one can consider field-like properties like e.g. temperature and viscosity, which take a specific value at each
spatial position. In this case the state parameter is coupled to the spatial position via a vector-valued function
j W  V: . I.e. all particles at Î Wr are in the state t j = ( )r . Therefore, t ( )c r , is zero for all other
states and equal to the local particle density ( )c r for t j = ( )r .We can express this in a distributional
sense by

t d t j  =   - ˆ( ) ( ) ( ( )) ( )c r c r r, . 6

3
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Provided themapj isfix, the signal generated by a particle distribution c is then given by

ò j=   
W

ˆ ˆ ( ( )) ( ) ( )su r r c r r, d , 7k k
3

where j ˆ ( ( ))s r r,k could be seen as a conventional systemmatrix.

2.3. Image reconstruction
Image reconstruction inMPI aims to invert the forward problem given by theMPI signal equation. It involves
the solution of an inverse problemby appropriatemethods. In general one can differentiate between algebraic
methods that treat the signal equation in a general way [21, 26, 27] and analyticmethods that exploit its structure
and derive direct reconstruction formulas [5, 28]. A good overview about these different approaches can be
found in [29]. In the current workwe formulate the reconstruction formulas in an algebraic sense although it
would also be possible to apply analyticalmethods, like the x-space reconstruction.

The goal of a single-contrast image reconstruction is to obtain ( )c r frommeasurements ûk by inverting
equation (1). Similarly, the goal of amulti-contrast image reconstruction is to determine t ( )c r , from the
measurements ûk by inverting equation (2). However, since t ˆ ( )s r ,k is usually nonlinear in twe expect the
related inverse problem to be evenmore difficult to tackle than the single-contrast image reconstruction
problem. Even if a solution to the inverse problem exists, iterative nonlinear solvers are not guaranteed tofind it
since the solvermight get stuck at localminima. Prior to discussing themost general case, the single-contrast
reconstructionwill be recapped and strategies for handling themulti-contrast signal equation for discrete
parameter sets (5) andfield-like parameters (7)will be discussed.

2.3.1. Single-contrast image reconstruction
As initially proposed in [1],MPI reconstructionwas performed in a single-contrast fashion by solving the inverse
problem (1) for a givenmeasurement and system function. In practice, the signal equation isfirst transformed
into a discrete linear systemof equations, which is then solved by linear least squaresminimization [1, 21, 22].
From the point of view of our generalized signal equation (2) single-contrast image reconstruction uses afixed
system function t =  

tˆ ( ) ˆ ( )ss r r ,k k m, m
and optimizes the distribution t =  

t ( ) ( )cc r r , mm
of tm-particles,

òå= -  
t t

= W
∣ ˆ ( ) ˜( ) ∣ ( )

˜
c u s r c r rargmin d . 8

c k

M

k k
1

,
3 2

m m

Prior to solving this linear systemof equation it is reduced byfiltering out noisy frequency components. The
reduced least squares problem can then be efficiently solved by regularized andweighted iterativemethods as
discussed in [27].

However, despite the commonusage of (8) it is not ensured that the least squaresminimizer 
t ( )c r
m

equals

the actual distribution of particles ( )c r . This is due to a possiblemismatch between tm that was used during the
calibration of tŝk m

and the parameter t that is valid during the objectmeasurement. In a sense, 
t ( )c r
m

provides

the best-approximation of themeasurement signal when considering a distribution of tm-particles only. It has
already experimentally been proven that amismatch between the system function t and the object t leads to
serious artifacts and non-quantitative results [30].

2.3.2.Multi-channel image reconstruction for discrete parameter sets
Consider a settingwith a discrete parameter set as described by signal equation (5), i.e. themeasurement signal
ûk can bewritten as a superposition of the individual signals of afinite number ofMPI tracers. In this case the
single-contrast reconstruction approach can be straight forwardly extended by taking afinite number of
calibrated system functions t 

={ˆ ( )}s r ,k m m
l

1 into account [3]. The optimization problem (8) can then be
reformulated to

òå å t= -   
t t t 

¼ = = W


t t 

∣ ˆ ( ) ˜ ( ) ∣ ( )
˜ ˜

sc c u r c r r, ..., argmin , d . 9
c c k

M

k
m

l

k m
, , 1 1

3 2
l

l

m1

1

In case the calibrationmeasurements t=  
tˆ ˆ ( )ss r ,k k ii

" i match the particles during themeasurements, the
reconstructed distributions tc

m
equal the respective spatial distribution of tm-particles. In case theMPI tracers

used during the experiment are notmatchedwith the system functions, one cannot directly link the generalized
distribution tc

m
to a spatial particle distribution.Onemajor challenge of themulti-contrast reconstruction

method as formulated in (9) is that an increase of the number of system functions (i.e. discretization steps l)will
have a negative influence on the ill-posedness of the inverse problem.

4
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2.3.3.Multi-channel image reconstruction for field-like continuous parameter spaces
The signal ofmeasurement scenarioswith field-like continuous parameter spaces is described by signal
equation (7). In this scenario image reconstruction aims to reconstruct both, the distribution of the particles and
the vector-valued functionj describing the spatial dependence of the parameter t Î V

òåj j= -   
j = W

∣ ˆ ( ˜ ( )) ˜ ( ) ∣ ( )
˜ ˜

sc u r r c r r, argmin , d . 10
c k

M

k k l
, 1

3 2

Since t directly describes the properties of the tracer itmakes no sense assign t some specific value at a
locationwhere there is no tracer. Thus onewould impose further restrictions uponj to ensure the uniqueness
of a solution.

Themain issuewith the optimization (10) is that ŝk needs to be known. Sincemeasuring ŝk for a single
parameter t is already quite tedious, ameasurement based approach as for the single-contrast scenario seems
to be unpractical. Alternatively, one could simulate ŝk using amodel based approach.However, currentmodels
are either too simple to reproduce the richmagnetization dynamics of the particles or numerically too costly
to use.

2.3.4. General multi-channel image reconstruction
Likewise, the aim of the generalmulti-channel image reconstruction is to obtain the generalized distribution

t ( )c r , from a givenmeasurement uk and generalized system function t ˆ ( )s r ,k

ò òå t t t= -    
= W

∣ ˆ ( ) ˜( ) ∣ ( )
˜

c s c
c

u r r rargmin , , d d . 11
k

M

k
V

k
l

1

3 2

Here too themain problem is the current unavailability of a suitable generalized system function.
As done in [20], one can circumvent this problemby a discretization of the parameter space

ò ò òåt t t t    »   
t

W = W
ˆ ( ) ( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )s c sr r r r c r r, , d d , d , 12

V
k

l

m

l

k m
3

1

3
m

where t =  
t ( ) ( )cc r w r ,m mm

with appropriate discretizationweightswm. This discretization reduces the
general image reconstruction problem in equation (11) to themulti-channel image reconstruction for discrete
parameter sets (5), yielding l reconstructed distributions tc

m
. For instance in [20] twomeasured system functions

for particles of low temperature tlow and high temperature thigh were used to obtain temperature and particle
distribution from the corresponding reconstruction channels tc

low
and tc

high
.

Within the experimental part of this workwewill proceed quite similarly.Wewill obtain two system
functions at low and high viscosity and perform themulti-channel reconstruction in equation (11). The
mapping between the signal distribution of the reconstructed channels and the viscosity will be obtained by a
calibration procedure. A detailed description of this procedure can be found in section 4.

3. Experimental setup

Themagnetization dynamic ofmagnetic nanoparticles is strongly influenced by the viscosity of their
environment [7]. To be able to quantify the viscosity fromMPImeasurements samples with different viscosities
are required. In the following sectionwewill provide a detailed information on the sample preparation, an
estimation of the viscosity errors and thorough description of theMPImeasurement protocol.

3.1.Water-glycerolmixtures
A series of viscosity samples was prepared bymixing ferucarbotran (Resovist, FUJIFILMRI PharmaCo., Ltd,
Japan)with an iron concentration of 500 mmolFe l

−1, glycerol and distilledwater. Thefirst seven samplesM1 to
M7have log spaced viscosities 1.0 mPa s, 1.93 mPa s, 3.73 mPa s, 7.20 mPa s, 13.9 mPa s, 26.8 mPa s,
51.8 mPa s, whereas the last threeU1,U2, andU3have viscosities of 2.8 mPa s, 20.4 mPa s, 100 mPa s at a room
temperature of 23 °C.A total amount ofV=50 μl was prepared permixture, eachwith an iron concentration
of cFe= 50 mmolFe l

−1.
As there is no adequate theoretical description on the viscosity of water-glycerolmixtures we use an

empirical formula describing the viscosity of awater-glycerolmixture η [31]. It is given by

h h h= a a- ( ), 13w g
1

where ηw and ηg are the respective viscosities of water and glycerol andα is a weighting factor depending on the
temperature and the glycerolmass fraction Cmg

. This formulawas numerically inverted to obtain Cmg
for each of

the desiredmixture viscosities. At a lab temperature of 22 °C the densities of water and glycerol are

5
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ñw=997.6 kg m−3 and ñg=1263 kg m−3. The glycerol volume fraction of themixture is given by


 

=
+ -( )

( )C
C

C C1
, 14V

w m

w m g m
g

g

g g

where Cmg
is the glycerolmass fraction and the correspondingmass and volume fraction of water are given by

= -C C1m mw g
and = -C C1V Vw g

.With these the samples were prepared in three steps.

1. Ferucarbotran was diluted with distilled water to lower the iron concentration down to c

CVw

Fe to ensure that

thefinalmixture had the desired iron concentration of cFe, where the assumption ismade that the diluted
ferucarbotran has the same viscosity as distilledwater. Next, a volume of -( )V C1 Vg

was pipetted from the
diluted ferucarbotran.

2. A mass of VCV gg
of glycerol was weighted using a high precision balance instead of having to pipette the

extremely viscous liquid.

3. Diluted ferucarbotran and glycerol were mixed and filled into a glass capillary with an inner diameter of
1.3 mm.The total height of themixture within the capillary was about 9.4 mm.

An overview over all samples with their viscosity, glycerolmass fraction, glycerol volume fraction and iron
concentration of the ferucarbotran part can be found in table 1.

3.2. Sample viscosity error estimation
In this paragraph the relative uncertainty of the viscosity will be calculated using the law of propagation of errors.
This uncertainty ismainly influenced by uncertainties during the sample preparation, temperature changes
during the experiment, and uncertainties due to the empirical nature of equation (13).Whenever the propagated
error of a source depends on the viscosity themaximum relative error is taken as a bound for all samples.

The preparation of the desired glycerolmass fraction ismainly influenced by the accuracy of the pipette, the
accuracy of the balance and temperature deviations during sample preparation. Pipetting could be donewith a
relative error of nomore than 0.7% for the smallest volumes of 11.6 μl. The balance used had a relative error of
0.01%. The pipetting error directly propagates to a relative 0.7% error of the glycerolmass fraction Cmg

and the
weighting step accumulates an relative error of 0.01%. Temperature uncertainties slightly affect the pipetting
step due to changes in thewater density. However, even uncertainties of 4 °Cwould only lead to a relative error
of about 0.1% in Cmg

. Since all three sources of error are independent from each other the total relative error of
the desired glycerolmass fraction is 0.7%. The propagated relative viscosity error stemming from the glycerol
mass fraction depends on the value of Cmg

and can be bound by 4%.
The temperature deviations inside the scanner borewere recorded using a fiber optical thermometer

(Fotemp,WeidmannTechnologiesDeutschlandGmbH,Germany). Duringmeasurements temperature ranged
from21.5 °C to 22.5 °C.These changes cause a uncertainty in theweighting factorα and the viscosities of
glycerol andwater. Propagation of the 0.5 °Cuncertainty yields a relative error of 6%. According to [31] the
average relative prediction error of the viscosity formula (13) is below 2.3%. Accumulation of these independent
errors yields a total relative uncertainty in the viscosity of 7.5%.

3.3.MPI acquisition parameters
MPImeasurements were carried out using a preclinicalMPI scanner (Philips preclinicalMPI packagewith a
Bruker preclinicalMPI system). The systemwas operatedwith a gradient field of 1.0 T μ0

−1 m−1, 1.0 T μ0
−1 m−1,

Table 1.The table shows a complete list of all 50 μl samples preparedwith their desired viscosity η. Additionally, the glycerolmass and
volume fraction Cmg and CVg , the iron concentration cFe and volume of thewater part of themixture and themass of the glycerol part
required for the preparation of the samples are listed.

Sample name M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 U1 U2 U3

η(mPa s) 1.0 1.93 3.73 7.20 13.9 26.8 51.8 2.8 20.4 100

Cmg 0.018 2 0.248 4 0.417 6 0.546 3 0.647 6 0.729 0.796 2 0.349 9 0.697 2 0.852 3

CVg 0.014 4 0.207 0.362 0.488 0.592 0.680 0.755 0.298 0.645 0.820

cFe (mmolFe l
−1) 50.7 63.1 78.3 97.6 122.6 156.3 204.4 71.3 140.9 278.0

Vw (μl) 49.3 39.6 31.9 25.6 20.4 16.0 12.2 35.1 17.7 9.0

mg (mg) 0.910 13.071 22.831 30.781 37.382 42.932 47.685 18.836 40.735 51.777

6
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m- -2.0 T m0
1 1 in x-, y-, and z-direction and a drive-field amplitude of 12 mT μ0

−1 in x- and z-direction,
respectively, whereμ0 is the vacuumpermeability. In our system the x-direction coincides with the direction of
the bore, the z-axis points upwards and the y-direction is the remaining direction in the horizontal plane
orthogonal to the bore.

Particle excitation is done bymoving thefield free point on a 2DLissajous trajectory using excitation
frequencies of 2.5/102MHz and 2.5/99MHz. This results in a cycle duration of 652.8 μs and a drive-field field
of view of 24×12 mm in the xz-plane. During eachmeasurement two coils in x- and z-direction pick up the
induced voltage signal. These two signals are thenfiltered and digitizedwith a bandwidth of 2.5 MHz. Thefinal
measurement vector is a concatenation of the Fourier transformed time signals. For eachmeasurement a sample
was attached to the armof a three axis robot (Isel AutomationGmbH)with the glass capillary orthogonal to the
excitation plane to ensure precise placementwithin the field of view.

In total two systemmatrix and ten regularmeasurements were performed. For general information onMPI
measurements we refer to [32]. The two calibrationmeasurements were obtained on a 26×12 mmsystem
matrix field of view (SM-FoV)with a voxel size of 1×1 mmby averaging 5000MPImeasurements at each grid
position for the samplesM1 andM7, respectively. For each of the two samples themeasurements were collected
and post processed into a systemmatrix. Henceforthwewill refer to the systemmatrix of sampleM1 by S1 and
the one ofM7 by S7. For the regularmeasurements each of the samples was placed in the center of the SM-FoV,
obtaining 5000MPImeasurements for each one.

4. Viscosity quantification

The viscosity of the samples is estimated in a three step procedure as shown infigure 1. The proposedmethod
follows the basic idea of temperaturemapping in [20]. The three steps,multi-channel image reconstruction,
image processing, and viscosity estimation, are outlined as follows.

4.1.Multi-channel image reconstruction
From the set of all recorded frequencies only those above 80 kHz andwith a signal to noise ratio above 5 are
selected. The remaining frequencies are removed from themeasurement vectors and systemmatrices. To assess
the influence of noisy data the 5000measurements were block averagedwith a block lengthMavg of 100, 50, 20,
10, 5, 2, 1 resulting in a total of 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000 reconstructedmulti-channel images per
sample.

Figure 1.Exemplarymulti-channel reconstruction of the first 5 averaged frames ofmeasurementM4. The two reconstruction
channels corresponding to the system functionM1 (top left) andM7 (top right). The region of interest with the sample signal is
enclosed by thewhite box in the center. Below the region of interest of amulti-channel reconstruction of thefirst 5 averaged frames of
measurementsM1 toM7,U1,U2, andU3 is shown. The two reconstruction channels correspond to the system functionM1 (top row)
andM7 (bottom row). From left to rightmeasurements are orderedwith respect to the viscosity of thewater-glycerolmixture of the
samplewith low viscosities on the left and high viscosities on the right. All subplots use the same colormap, which is shown at the
bottom.
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Using the two systemmatrices S1 and S7 amulti-channel image reconstruction proposed in [3]was
performed. I.e. for eachmeasurement vector û the Tikhonov regularized optimization problem
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is solved.Here,N=26×12×1 is the total number of voxels within each channel, l̃ is the regularization
parameter and c1 and c7 are the channels of themulti-channel reconstruction. Usually the regularization
parameter is not reported directly, but the parameter l l=  ˜ ( )N S S1 7 F, where · F denotes the Frobenius-
norm. Equation (15) is solved iteratively with 10000 iterations of theKaczmarz solver and l = -˜ 10 5.

4.2. Image processing
Each reconstructed image contains two channels c1 and c7 as shown infigure 1, with the sample signal located in
the center. For each image the signal from each channel is collected by summation over a 6×4 mmregion of
interest in the center. Note that thewidth of the ROI is larger than its height to account for the lower gradient
strength in x-direction.We refer to the summed signals from channel c1 asσ1 and to channel c7 asσ7,
respectively. Depending on the averaging block sizeMavg one ends upwith 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2500, 5000
valuesσ1 andσ7 for each sample, as shown infigure 2.

In the last processing step the channel weight

l s s
s

s s
=

+
( ) ( ), , 161 7

1

1 7

is calculated. It assigns each tuple (σ1,σ7) a number in the interval [ ]0, 1 which is invariant under rescaling
s s as as( ) ( ), ,1 7 1 7 , a Î +. The idea is to quantify the relative signal weight of the channels.Withλ=1
only c1 contains signal from a sample, whereas withλ=0 only c7 contains signal. This definition is purely
heuristically andmotivated by the observation that the relative signal weight containedwithin the channels shifts
from c1 to c7 as the viscosity of the sample increases as shown infigure 1. The completemapping fromMPI
measurement data to l Î [ ]0, 1 is summarized in figure 3.

4.3. Viscosity estimation
Viscosity estimation is based on a calibration curve. The curve is obtained by using every fourth data point from
the data sets ofM1 toM7withMavg=100 as training data for a piecewise linear curve. All remaining data,

Figure 2.Box plot of the signal distribution for the signalsσ1 (top row),σ7 (2nd row), and the relative channel weightλ(σ1,σ7) is
shown for two averaging block lengthMavg=1 (left) andMavg=100 (right). The boxes contain all data points from the 25th to the 75
percentile split by themedian, while thewhiskers contain the remaining data points. The larger boxes andwhiskers thewider is the
distribution of the respective signalsσ1,σ7 andλ(σ1,σ7). As a general trend thewidth of the distributions shrinkwith increasingMavg.
Moreover, the relative signal weight allows a qualitative discrimination of all samples forMavg=100. ForMavg=1 some
distributions ofλ(σ1,σ7) overlap preventing a reliable discrimination.
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including ¹M 100avg is used for testing of the viscosity estimation. The corresponding values ofλ(σ1,σ7) of the
training data are averaged for each sample and pairedwith the samples viscosity. As shown infigure 4 the values
λ decreasemonotonously with increasing viscosity.

Based on the data points we define amonotonous functionλ(η) using linear interpolation in between and
linear extrapolation beyond the data points as shown infigure 4. This in turn allows one to define the inverse
mapping η(λ) as a simple rootfinding problem

h l s s h l h l s s=( ( )) ≔ ˜ ( ˜) ( ) ( ), such that , . 171 7 1 7

Thismapping is used to estimate the viscosities of the remaining data sets as shown exemplary infigure 5. For
each sample and block averaging number themean viscosity ηestim, the standard deviationσ and systematic
deviation h h hD = -∣ ∣sample estim from the sample viscosity ηsample were calculated as listed in table 1.

Figure 3.The diagram summarizes all processing steps of the viscosity estimation. First, themeasurement û of a sample ismulti-
channel reconstructed using the systemmatrices S1 and S7. Second, themulti-channel image is processed to obtain the relative signal
weight. At last, the viscosity is estimated by inverting a data driven calibration curve.

Figure 4.Aquarter of the data sets ofM1 toM7withMavg=100 is used to obtain the calibration points shown above. These points
are used to create a piecewise linearmodel, which can be inverted to estimate the viscosity of the remaining data sets.
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5. Results

Within this sectionwe are going to present themain observationmade for each step of the viscosity estimation as
summarized infigure 3.We start by surveying themulti-channel reconstruction, continue by examining the
image processing step andfinish our observations with a detailed error analysis of the estimated viscosities.

5.1.Multi-channel image reconstruction
Allmulti-channel reconstructions yield a two-channel imagewith the signal from the sample located in the
center as shown infigure 1.We observed a strong correlation between block averaging lengthMavg and image
noise, with lownoise forMavg=100 and increasing noise for smallerMavg.Moreover, themulti-channel
reconstructionmaps signal from low viscosity samplesM1,M2, andU1predominantly to the channelM1 and
signal fromhigh viscosity samplesM6,M7, andU3 predominantly to the channelM7. For samples withmedium
viscosityM3,M4,M5, andU2 one observes quite significant changes in the signal distribution between both
channels as shown infigure 1. Though only one reconstruction is shown, this trend can be observed for all
reconstructed data sets. Inmost cases this allows one to visually discriminate low,medium, and high viscosity
samples. Due to improved signal to noise ratio discriminationworks better for large block averaging length. Due
to the fact that the signal shifts nonlinearly between the channels, wewere not able to estimate the viscosity solely
based on the visual perception of the reconstructed two-channel images.

5.2. Image processing
Further processing of each image yields signal weightsσ1 andσ7. Due to the aforementioned noise in the
reconstructed images one observes amore or less wide spread distribution ofσ1 andσ7. The distribution is wider
for lowMavg and narrower for largeMavg as shown infigure 2 for each sample,Mavg=1 andMavg=100.
Independent of the sample one observes a reduction of the distributionwidth by a factor of about seven as the
block averaging number increases fromMavg=1 toMavg=100. The only exception is sampleM1with
Mavg=50 andMavg=100, where thewidth of the distribution is exactly zero. Asλ(σ1,σ7) is calculated directly
fromσ1 andσ7 wefind that the observations above also apply for the relative signal weight.

Next we study themean value ofσ1,σ7, andλ(σ1,σ7). Thesemean valuesmainly depend on the sample
and showonly slight variations with the block averaging length. For themean value ofσ1,σ7, we observe a

Figure 5.Viscosity estimation of all samples for averaging block lengths ofMavg=100 (left),Mavg=10 (middle), andMavg=1
(right). The plots in the top row show a box plot of the estimated viscosity values with the boxes containing all points from the 25th to
the 75 percentile split by themedian. Horizontal lines indicate the viscosities of the samplesM1 toM7 andU1 toU3 in increasing
order and logarithmically spaced. The bottom row shows the corresponding relative prediction errors (ηestimated−ηsample)/ηsample.
The upper whiskers ofM1,M2 andM6 are cut off andwould end at 280%, 131%and 111%, respectively. As the block averaging length
decreases, systematic and statistical error of the estimation increase. Note that the viscosity of sampleU3, which lies far off the range of
the calibration samples, is severely underestimated in all cases.
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non-monotonous changewith respect to the sample viscosity as shown infigure 2, where the samples are sorted
with respect to their viscosity. A quantitative analysis reveals that on averageσ1 is larger for sampleM2 than for
sampleM1. From there onσ1 decreases as the viscosity increases. Likewise, themean signal ofσ7 increases
monotonously from sampleM1 toM6 and decreases from there on, i.e. for the last two samplesM7 andU3.
Contrary, themean relative signal weightλ(σ1,σ7) decreases with increasing viscosity for block averaging
lengths of 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, which is the basis of our viscosity estimation.

5.3. Viscosity estimation
Using themethod proposed in this work, we are able to estimate the viscosity of all samples. Due to the noise in
the signal the estimated viscosities are distributed around amean value for all block averaging length and
samples. The distributions are wider for smallerMavg and narrower for largerMavg as shown infigure 5 for block
averaging length of 1, 10, 100. Themean estimated viscosity, its standard deviation and its systematic deviation
from the sample viscosity are listed in table 2.

A closer analysis reveals that the viscosities of the samplesM1 toM7, whichwere also used in the
calibration process, were best approximated. On average estimated and sample viscosity differed up to 3%,
2%, 3%, 5%, 12%, 40%, 54% for block averaging length of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1, respectively. Down to
Mavg=10 the sample viscosity lies within an interval of one standard deviation around themean estimated
viscosity. Assuming independence of systematic and statistical errors a totalmethodological error of the
estimation of up to 6%, 8%, 10%, 15%, 21%, 50%, 64% for block averaging length of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1 can
be calculated.

As for the samples U1, U2, andU3, whichwere not used for calibrationwe need to distinguish between the
samples U1 andU2with viscosities within the range of the calibration samples andU3with a viscosity outside
the calibration rage. For the viscosity estimation of U1 andU2 one observes a higher average difference
between estimated and sample viscosity for block averaging length of 100, 50, 20, 10 and lower ones for block
averaging length of 5, 2, 1. In total themethodological errors are up to 6%, 8%, 10%, 13%, 18%, 25%, 28%
block averaging length of 100, 50, 20, 10, 5, 2, 1. The viscosity of sample U3 is significantly underestimated
with its prepared value being 100 mPa s and its estimated value ranging between 62 mPa s forMavg=100
to 30 mPa s forMavg=1. Performing a separate analysis, we found that an inclusion of U3 into the set of
calibration samples reduces this problem to the point, where the sample U3 is as good approximated as
U1 andU2.

Table 2.The table shows a complete list of all samples with their prepared (ηsample) andmean estimated (ηestim) viscosity. Additionally, the
absolute and relative (σ/ηestim) standard deviation of the estimated viscosities is provided.Moreover, the systematic deviation between
estimated and sample viscosity ( h h hD = -∣ ∣sample estim ) is listed. The estimated values are in good agreementwith the true values, except for
sampleU3 and low block averaging numbersMavg=1 andMavg=2.

Sample name M1 M2 M3 M4 M5 M6 M7 U1 U2 U3

ηsample (mPa s) 1.0 1.93 3.73 7.20 13.9 26.8 51.8 2.8 20.4 100

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=100) 1.0() 1.9(1) 3.7(1) 7.3(1) 14.0(4) 28(1) 52(2) 2.7(1) 21(4) 62(2)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=100) 0 6 4 2 3 5 3 2 5 4

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=100) 0 1 1 1 1 3 0.1 3 4 38

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=50) 1.0() 1.9(2) 3.7(2) 7.2(2) 14.0(4) 27(1) 51(3) 2.7(2) 21(5) 61(3)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=50) 0 8 5 3 3 5 5 2 6 6

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=50) 0 0.4 1 1 1 2 1 3 5 39

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=20) 1.000(3) 1.8(2) 3.6(2) 7.2(3) 14.0(6) 27(2) 51(4) 2.6(2) 20.8(8) 58(6)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=20) 0 10 6 4 4 8 8 4 8 10

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=20) 0 3 1 0.1 1 2 3 2 6 42

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=10) 1.00(3) 1.8(3) 3.6(3) 7.2(4) 14.0(8) 27(3) 49(5) 2.6(3) 21(1) 55(7)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=10) 3 14 8 5 6 10 11 5 10 13

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=10) 0.4 5 2 1 0.6 1 5 1 8 45

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=5) 1.0(1) 1.7(3) 3.5(4) 7.0(5) 14(1) 27(3) 46(7) 2.5(4) 20(1) 50(10)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=5) 9 19 11 7 8 12 16 7 15 20

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=5) 3 9 5 2 1 1 12 1 11 50

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=2) 1.4(4) 1.7(4) 3.4(6) 6.8(7) 13(2) 25(4) 36(9) 2.4(5) 20(2) 40(10)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=2) 30 26 18 11 12 15 27 11 21 34

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=2) 40 11 8 5 4 8 31 4 13 64

ηestim (mPa s,Mavg=1) 1.5(5) 1.7(5) 3.3(8) 7(1) 13(2) 23(5) 30(10) 2.4(6) 19(3) 30(10)
σ/ηestim (%,Mavg=1) 34 29 24 16 17 22 33 16 25 40

Δη/ηestim (%,Mavg=1) 54 9 10 8 8 13 40 8 13 69
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6.Discussion

Using an adaption of the temperaturemappingmethod proposed in [20]weprovided the first viscosity
quantification of a series of samples within a viscosity range of 1.0–51.8 mPa swith amethodological error of
6%. Thereby, extending the qualitative proof-of-concept given in [19] for a viscosity range of 0.89 mPa s to
15.33 mPa s by our quantitative results. This allows afirst comparison ofMPI viscositymapping capabilities
with spectroscopicmethodswhich reportedmethodological errors as low as 0.1% [7]within a viscosity range of
0.96–260 mPa s.

The total error of the viscosity estimation is composed of amethodological estimation error and a calibration
error. The calibration error stems from the sample preparation using an empirical formula [31] describing the
viscosity of awater-glycerolmixture causing a 7.5%uncertainty in the viscosities of our samples. By direct
measurements of the sample viscosities onewould likely be able to decrease this error to the point, where it can
be neglected compared to themethodological error, which is whywe focused on the analysis of the
methodological error in this work. If a directmeasurement is not possible we recommend to take the recently
publishedwork of [33] into account for sample preparation as it takes the volume contraction of themixture
into account and contains a better approximation of thewater, glycerol andwater-glycerol-mixture densities.
Themethodological error is composed of a systematic and a statistical component. The systematic component
originates from the calibration step of our viscosity estimation. As shown exemplary for sampleU3 the
systematic error can be huge if one tries to quantify viscosities outside the calibration range. If onewould instead
include themeasurements ofU3 into the calibration process, this systematic error would decrease significantly.
Moreover, we found that the systematic deviationwas lowest for viscosities close to the calibration points.
Hence, one could increase the discretization rate of the curve, or use a data driven smooth calibration curve like a
B-spline or a polynomial instead of the piecewise linearmodel to further decrease this systematic error. The
statistical error ismainly influenced by the block averaging length, which is in a one-to-one correspondence to
the signal to noise ratio of ourMPImeasurement data. Therefore, we expect that any further reduction of this
error can be achieved by directly increasing of the signal to noise ratio. This on the other hand increases the
spectral resolution of the viscosity estimation, i.e. theminimal difference of two viscosities that can be
distinguished based on their estimated values, as is indicated by the dependence between the block averaging
length and the distributionwidth of the estimated viscosities.

Apart fromour experimental results we introduced a theoretical framework generalizing the single-contrast
signal equation [4] to cases wheremultiple signal sources, e.g. particles of different temperatures, binding states,
or viscosities, contribute to theMPImeasurement signal. In this workwe specifically used this framework to
adapt the qualitativemulti-contrast temperature imagingmethods [20] to a viscosity imaging scenario. Thereby,
providing a potential blueprint for othermulti-contrast applications, such as the quantification of particle
binding fractions or temperature.Moreover, our framework provides a starting point for an in depth analysis of
the capabilities and limitations ofmulti-contrastMPI andmay help to compare differentmulti-contrast
imaging and reconstruction approaches.

If we compare the algebraicmulti-contrast reconstruction used herewith the single-contrast algebraic
reconstructionmethodswefind some noticeable differences. InMPI the gold standard to algebraic
reconstruction involves the solution of a large systemof equations, which is usually done using theKaczmarz
algorithm [34]. In single-contrast reconstructions one finds that only a few iteration of theKaczmarz algorithm
are required to end upwith good approximations of the solution, since the rows of the corresponding system
matrix are close to being orthogonal. Contrary, the correspondingmulti-contrast systemmatrix seems to have
lost this property and requires 10 000 iterations for good approximations of the solution. In our 2D excitation
scenario 10 000 iterations are still feasible within a couple of seconds. For extensions from2D to 3D excitations
however, they could pose serious limitations, unless the additional information encodedwithin the receive
signal leads to a significant speed up in the convergence of theKaczmarzmethod. Therefore, itmight be better to
use different reconstruction approaches such as the row-based iterative approach [35] applied successfully for
multi-contrast 3D imagingwith as little as 10 iterations in [25].Moreover, it should beworthwhile to develop
reconstructionmethods specifically tailored for themulti-contrast case.

Note that our current approach is still limited. Our experiments were limited to having one sample at a time
centeredwithin the field of view.Moreover, we disregarded themapping of the concentration of the sample,
where in an ideal scenariowewould like to quantify both. Therefore, it would be interesting to investigate if our
approach is able to handle an increased number of samples within the field of view, a randomized spatial
positioning, varying viscosities and iron concentrations. Thesewould be the last steps towards the application of
multi-contrastMPI in in vivo experiments, where the viscosity of the blood is usually unknown.Usingmulti-
contrastMPI it would be possible to quantify the true particle concentration and simultaneously determine the
viscosity of blood and potentially even the temperature as an additional spectral parameter.
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7. Conclusion

In this workwe generalized the single-contrast imaging equation to account for a dynamicmagnetic relaxation
behavior, which cannot be described by a singlefixed system function. Thereby, deepening our understanding of
the effects that enable signal separation inmulti-contrastMPI.Moreover, we provided the first quantitative
study of the functional imaging capabilities ofMPIwith the viscosity as functional parameter, likely to be
followed by different parameters like particle temperature or binding fraction. Thismight open a variety of new
medical applications where for instance local temperature changes during inflammation could be detected. One
other highly interesting application could be the detection of blood coagulation that happens during brain
hemorrhage. Using the techniques developed in the present paper it will be possible not only to detect but also to
quantify the amount of blood coagulation.
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